
Aligning your products with varying customer demands to the appropriate warehouses in your 
supply chain can save you both time and money. With customer demands evolving every day, you 
need a solution that not only helps you place products in optimal locations, but can also provide 
insight into your customer demands.

With support from UPS, we can help you understand the various complexities of aligning your 
products to demand and location,while eliminating the redundancy in your inventory. 

Don’t let your inventory run your business. Let UPS help your business with    
UPS® Product Placement Analysis.

UPS® Product Location Analysis

Finding the right home
for all of your products

Fulfillment spikes can be a challenge or 
an opportunity. Don’t fall behind your 
competition during the most important 
time of year for your business. UPS has a 
portfolio of solutions built on decades of 
experience helping customers make the 
most of their peak seasons. 

How will you leverage the UPS advantage?



Ready to take control of your Inventory?

Connect with your UPS Account Manager to assist you 
with learning more about this solution and connecting 
you with a Global Customer Solutions team. Working 
together, we can determine the best UPS solutions that 
will help to meet  the supply chain goals for your business. 

Contact customersolutionssco@ups.com for more details.
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Our solutions experts at UPS start by understanding specific demand classifications such as: 

After determining these characteristics, the experts at UPS then begin classifying your product 
demand patterns. From there, they can highlight areas of opportunity where  they can review 
your inventory stocking policies and optimize your working capital.

This innovative examination of your network demand can spot stress points within your supply 
chain and help refine your network. Our teams can then help allocate  materials and goods based 
on the outlined demands, increase service to your customers, and reduce unnecessary costs.

Impacting inventory and satisfying customers

By optimizing your product placement with UPS® Product Location Analysis, you can:
• Manage inventory on-hand and carrying costs
• See a reduction in final mile shipping costs
• Improve your transit time to customers
• Manage your carbon footprint
• Eliminate inventory redundancies

Not only are you improving the overall efficiency of your network, you are also putting your 
consumers first - aligning product demand to achieve better service.

• Product/Customer proximity
• Density

• Stock location
• Velocity

• Intermittency
• Variability

Knowing your Products Inside and Out


